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Alabama recognizes the strength our military assets add to our Nation’s defense and our state’s economic 

development. To help maintain our military strength, I worked closely with the Alabama Legislature to 

pass Senate Joint Resolution 69 (SJR 69) in 2011 establishing the Alabama Job Creation and Military 

Stability Commission (MSC). SJR 69 clearly lays out the Commission’s mission (Section f): “The 

Commission shall attempt to proactively insure the stability of Alabama assigned Department of Defense 

(DoD) resources by study and evaluation of all currently assigned military forces or civilian contractors, 

or both, and the move of these resources within, to, or from the State of Alabama.” The SJR also 

designates the Lieutenant Governor serve as Chair of the Commission, which I can say is the most 

rewarding task of my time in office.  Upon creation, the MSC established the Military Stability 

Foundation (MSF), which acts as the operational arm of the Commission, provides a statewide 

comprehensive and coordinated effort to protect and expand Alabama’s military assets. MSC and MSF 

are composed of top-notch retired military officers, local officials, business leaders, and state leaders 

whose efforts are directed toward strengthening our military assets. In 2013, the Alabama Legislature 

amended the Senate Joint Resolution (SJR68) to make some necessary, administrative changes to MSC.  

 



The Military Stability Foundation continues its efforts to support the Commission’s statutorily defined 

mission to protect and grow our military assets in the State. Alabama is home to many National Guard 

Units and four major military installations including the Anniston Army Depot Base, Redstone Arsenal 

Army Base, Maxwell Air Force Base, and Fort Rucker Army Base. Over the past year, the Alabama 

Military Stability Commission and Foundation have been hard at work to ensure our military missions 

remain strong by focusing on assessing the Guard and Reserve units, funding efforts to support 

cybersecurity for our bases, community and state partnerships and utilizing a Federal Grant to proactively 

develop community outreach, strategy and response based on potential risk.  

 

National Guard and Reserve 

Key Guard and Reserve missions vital to the DoD’s overall strategy are based in Alabama; include the 

187th Fighter Wing and 908th Airlift Wing of Montgomery and 117th Refueling Wing of Birmingham. 

Strategic assessments have been completed for each of the State’s Guard and Reserve flying units. These 

assessments allowed business and community leaders to better understand and recognize the impact these 

missions have upon their area. Also, the completion of Anniston Army Depot SWOT Analysis (ANAD 

SWOT) through a partnership with Calhoun County Chamber of Commerce and utilizing an Alexandria, 

Virginia- based consulting firm specializing in Department of Defense (DoD) military installations 

infrastructure and base realignment and closure (BRAC) issues.  The Foundation has continued its 

partnership with Calhoun County Chamber of Commerce to implement recommendations resulting from 

the analysis. The Foundation is committed to working with local partners to complete an upcoming 

SWOT Analysis at Fort Rucker.  

 

Maxwell Air Force Base  

Maxwell Air Force Base in Montgomery is home to Air University, the United States Air Force’s primary 

center for Professional Military Education (PME). The Foundation funded a contract with an IT 

consulting firm in an effort to attract a particular company specializing in content delivery network 



services and cloud security to the region with the initial goal of supporting Maxwell’s Air University in 

their cybersecurity and cyber research efforts.  A major partner was successfully recruited to the region 

which became critical to establishing the Montgomery Internet Exchange (MIX), which provides Air 

University and university systems across the state with the common infrastructure they need to further 

cybersecurity strategies with rapid delivery, a high capacity network, all within a highly secure setting.  

MIX has become central to a public-private partnership that will not only support efforts at Maxwell’s Air 

University and the Defense Information Systems Agency (DISA) but will incorporate partners from the 

university community, commercial interest, and other public entities such as the City of Montgomery and 

the Department of Defense to further support these missions.  

 

The Foundation funded a second round of support for this project in order to retain personnel critical to 

finalizing connections between the exchange and Air University to create a strategic plan to conduct a 

beta test of the Universal Content Delivery Service on Maxwell-Gunter and incorporate further 

engagement with the Department of Defense on additional uses for MIX. 

 

Community Partnerships 

Partnership Workshops were hosted in Huntsville and Anniston alongside the National Association of 

Defense Communities, bringing together key leaders from these military installations, local governments, 

and private industry to identify way in which these entities can work together to create more efficient and 

effective defense communities and further their missions.  

 

State Partnerships 

Military Stability Foundation partnered with Alabama Executive Veterans Network (AlAvetNet) to 

support veteran owned businesses in the state by funding the Alabama Veteran Owned Business Stickers. 

This effort shares the strong message that Alabama is a military friendly state and supports the efforts of 



all who have selflessly served our country. MSF works diligently with the state on efforts to strengthen 

our assets.   

 

Federal Grant 

The Foundation was awarded a $1.1 million grant from the Department of Defense’s Office of Economic 

Adjustment (oEa) to analyze and map the flow of defense dollars into and through Alabama’s defense 

industry, and ultimately identify Tier I, II, III and IV suppliers and the potential economic impact the state 

and regions are facing with pending defense budget cuts. The ultimate goal of the analysis is to identify 

those defense contractors most able to diversify and expand into new markets and allow the state to 

identify at-risk communities creating the opportunity to proactively develop community response and 

diversification strategies. 

 

Using grant funding, the Foundation hosted grant workshops in three defense communities within the 

state to demonstrate the economic impact model’s ability to identify the impact of defense spending on 

individual industries and occupations and to solicit feedback from these communities about how the 

model could be used to better serve economic and workforce development activities related to their most 

defense dependent members of the workforce. Simultaneously, the grant from OEA has continued 

workforce development efforts currently underway in northeast Alabama to prepare Department of 

Defense contractors for new jobs and to equip them with new, employable skills.  

 

In closing, as Lieutenant Governor of Alabama and Military Stability Commission Chair, I am confident 

that Alabama is prepared more than ever for any potential cuts or changes due to the Base Realignment 

and Closure (BRAC) process, sequestration, or other realignments. I am committed daily to the efforts of 

strengthening Alabama’s military missions and increasing the economic value.  

 

  


